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Introduction
Organic electronics, in spite of being more recent with respect to conventional electronics, dates back to the fifties. Indeed, many organic compounds had been shown to have semiconducting [1] as well as photoconductive [2] properties, thus stimulating the interest of the physics and chemistry communities [3] .
In 1963, Bolto et al. reported the first example of high conductive polymer on polypyrrole with a conductivity up to 1 S·cm −1 [4] . The same group also showed that polypyrrole can behave as an intrinsic or extrinsic semiconductor with n-or p-type characteristic [5] . Later in 1968, Berets et al. investigated the electrical properties of linear polyacetylene showing that its conductivity depends on the extent of the sample oxidation [6] . In 1977, the Nobel Prizes Alan J. Heeger, Hideki Shirakawa and Alan G. MacDiarmid found that doped polyacetylene features controlled semiconducting properties with a conductivity that can be varied over a range of eleven orders of magnitude depending of the doping type and concentration [7] .
Since then, the interest of the scientific community in organic electronics has seen a dramatic increase and, in the last 40 years, there have been a lot of technological improvements and findings. An example is the first organic electroluminescence diode, in 1970, that was originally based on a single layer of anthracene [8] . Then, in 1987, the structure was improved using two different layers to enhance the injection of both electrons and holes [9] , hence developing what is considered the first organic light-emitting diode (OLED). Few years later, in 1990, the use of conjugated polymers to realize more robust structures [10] opened the way to the development of today's OLED displays.
Aside OLED technology, organic electronics covers a wide interdisciplinary research area that includes organic solar cells (from the first heterojunction solar cell [11] , to high efficient perovskite-based dye sensitized solar cells [12] ), thin film transistors (from the first all-organic thin-film transistor [13] , to light-emitting field-effect transistors [14] ) and organic sensors for both chemical and biological sensors [15] , leading to embedded, flexible and wearable circuits [16] and point-of-care applications [17] .
Among these applications, in the last decade organic electronics is digging its way in the field of bioelectronics and researchers started to develop neural interfaces based on organic semiconductors and polymers. The interest in such technologies arises from the intrinsic properties of organic materials, such as their flexibility [18] and the suitability in realizing all organic printed systems [19] . Moreover, there are many other interesting properties that make organic platform so appealing [20] , including (i) transparency of the thin-film materials, which allows optical investigation of the tissue in direct contact with the sensor; (ii) polymers and molecules can be tuned to meet the desired specifications in different kind of sensors [21, 22] ; (iii) organic semiconductors are soft material that can be self-assembled and self-organized mimicking the biological structures [23, 24] ; (iv) organic compounds can be functionalized by means of bio-molecular groups thus promoting cell viability [25] ; and (v) organic electronics devices and biosensors can be fabricated using natural, cheap, bio-degradable and bio-resorbable materials [26, 27] .
Despite these remarkable properties, organic neural interfaces have not yet reached the market, because organic transistors and sensors still show poor electrochemical stability when exposed to light, air, moisture and water environments [28] . In addition, organic transistor-based sensors typically feature much smaller mobilities and, consequently, lower performances with respect to their inorganic counterpart [29] .
However, these limits are mainly ascribable to the relatively novelty of the technology. In fact, organic field-effect transistors featuring high air [30] , thermal [31] and bending [32] stability, as well as high carrier mobility have been recently reported for both p-type [33, 34] and n-type [35, 36] semiconductors. Therefore, organic electronics holds great promise for future reliable and durable neural interfaces for both in vitro and in vivo applications.
In this review, we explore the world of flexible and organic biosensors for sensing neural activity. We will first discuss specifications and requirements that need to be considered in designing a new neural interface. Then, flexible neural interfaces and organic thin-film transistors to sense and stimulate cells electrical activity will be reviewed. Later on, we will discuss how neural interfaces can be modelled to study and analyse how a living cell and a neural interface interact each to other. Finally, conclusions will be drawn and some future perspectives will be given.
Neural Interfaces Specifications and Requirements
In order to develop targeted therapy, the understanding of neurons behaviour is a critical step to study neuronal and neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson, Alzheimer, spinal injury, stroke and others brain and neuronal diseases [37] . At this purpose, non-invasive techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging, positron-emission tomography and electroencephalography allowing three-dimensional analysis have been developed [38, 39] . However, such techniques suffer from low spatial and temporal resolution [40] . It is therefore highly important to develop technologies capable to record a large amount of data from as many neurons as possible whit both high spatial and high temporal resolutions [41] . For brain analysis, as depicted in Figure 1 , three classes of neural interfaces and signals can be identified [42] : electroencephalogram (EEG) electrodes, for low frequency signals (<100 Hz); electrocortiogram (ECoG) interfaces, for low frequency signals (<200 Hz); and penetrating interfaces, for local field potentials (<200 Hz) and action potentials (around 1 kHz). Despite being non-invasive, EEG recording suffer from low spatial resolution and poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), hence in this review we will focused our attention to implantable neural interfaces (i.e., ECOG and penetrating electrodes). On the one hand, penetrating electrodes allow more accurate recording with a good spatiotemporal resolution. On the other hand, ECoG interfaces are less invasive, still allowing good SNRs. Anyway, during the design and development of implantable neural interfaces (either ECoG or penetrating sensors), the following properties and requirements should be considered:
• Device sensitivity and selectivity • Long term stability • Surface properties • Mechanical and optical properties, such as flexibility, conformability and transparency
Device Sensitivity and Selectivity
Sensitivity and selectivity are two important figures of merit to assess the quality of a biosensor. In general, the sensitivity is the capability to discriminate small differences in concentration of the test analyte, whereas the selectivity is the capability of the sensor to discriminate the analyte from interfering components [43] .
For a neural interface, the analyte corresponds to the membrane potential of the cell under analysis, that can be either the intracellular potential or the extracellular potential. Hence, the device sensitivity becomes the capability to discriminate small perturbation in the membrane potentials, whereas the selectivity becomes the capability to discriminate and sense a single cell from a bunch of neurons or a neural network.
It is clear that, to achieve high SNRs, in a bio-sensing device, both selectivity and sensitivity should be maximized. However, this is not always possible and a good SNR is obtained only by a trade-off between sensitivity and selectivity [42] . For instance, using a planar micro-electrode array (MEA) technology, lowering the electrodes size increase the sensors selectivity but it lowers the electrodes capacitance and consequently the sensitivity. Conversely, increasing the electrode size improves the sensitivity but leads to a lower selectivity.
Long Term Stability
One of the most important reliability issues is the long term stability of the neural interface [44] . As reported in Figure 2 , many different mechanisms can cause the failure of the neural implant (for a good review see [45] ) Indeed, such kind of sensors are required to operate in water environments with a high concentration of ions [46, 47] . In these conditions, electrochemical reactions could take place causing the device failure [48] .
Other causes of failures are due to the inflammation of the neural tissues nearby the implant typically associated to a poor biocompatibility of the implant itself [49, 50] , i.e., the living cells and/or tissues do not accept the implant. A measure of the neuron density as a function of the distance from On the one hand, penetrating electrodes allow more accurate recording with a good spatiotemporal resolution. On the other hand, ECoG interfaces are less invasive, still allowing good SNRs. Anyway, during the design and development of implantable neural interfaces (either ECoG or penetrating sensors), the following properties and requirements should be considered:
Device Sensitivity and Selectivity
Long Term Stability
Other causes of failures are due to the inflammation of the neural tissues nearby the implant typically associated to a poor biocompatibility of the implant itself [49, 50] , i.e., the living cells and/or tissues do not accept the implant. A measure of the neuron density as a function of the distance from the implant can be used to quantitative evaluate the biocompatibility of the neural interface, as well the extension of the inflammation [51] and mechanisms behind the failure of the neural interface can be investigated by either electrochemical impedance spectroscopy [52] or optical analysis [53] . Figure 2 . Failure modes of neural probes, manifested as a loss of neural recording capability, can be classified into those related to device design and those related to foreign-body response. Design failure mechanisms include mechanical failure of interconnects, degradation and cracking of the insulation, electrode corrosion and delamination of probe layers. Biological failure mechanisms include initial tissue damage during insertion; breach of the blood-brain barrier; elastic mismatch and tissue micromotion; disruption of glial networks; formation of a glial scar; and neuronal death associated with the above-mentioned factors, as well as with materials neurotoxicity and chemical mismatch. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.: Nature Reviews Materials [45] , copyright 2017.
It is clear that, to improve the reliability of the device, it is necessary to improve its biocompatibility. Hence, several different approaches have been proposed, including chemical and physical modification of the surface sensing area [50, 54] , scaling of the sensor size to make the implant less invasive [55] , development of more soft, flexible and conformable materials [27, 56] and implementation of a rejuvenation protocol to prolong the implant life time [57, 58] .
Surface Properties
Many materials (metals and organic compounds) have proved to be biocompatible and suitable for the realization of neural interfaces [42, 50] . However, the device sensitive interface, which has the role to transduce the bioelectrical signals in electrical signals (and vice versa), must be carefully designed in order to ensure good performances of the sensor as well as its long-term stability.
One important requirement in developing a good bidirectional device is the sensing surface roughness. In fact, for assure the device performance, good cells attachment onto surfaces must be guaranteed. Unlike most of the electronic devices, a device with an optimized surface roughness does not mean it has a perfectly flat and homogenous surface. In fact, it was shown that, to improve cells adhesion, a certain degree of average roughness (from ten to hundreds of nanometres, depending the material and the kind of neurons used) must be provided [59, 60] .
To further improve the interaction between cells and sensor, the chemical properties of the sensing surface play a crucial role. At this purpose, many chemical functionalizations have been proposed. In fact, to improve cells attachment, the device sensing surface can be treated and/or coated with different approaches such as blending, physical adhesion, covalent bonding, electrostatic attachment and electrochemical polymerization (see [61] and references cited therein).
Since water is known to be highly biocompatible, the idea behind chemical modification is to increase the surface hydrophilicity and therefore wettability, by chemical modifications such as plasma treatment [62] , coating with molecules and/or polymers [63] [64] [65] and cross-linking with different compounds [66] [67] [68] . In addition, technique like self-assembled monolayer can be used to functionalize the biosensor surface without interposing a thick layer of material, which can separate the real sensing layer from the neuron and in turn, affecting device sensitivity [69] . Among them, the most widely used surface treatments are the functionalization with adhesion molecules like poly-D-lysine (PDL) or poly-L-lysine (PLL) [61, 70] , the use of protein like laminin [71] [72] [73] and the combination of PDL (or PLL) and laminin [74] [75] [76] .
Notice that, proper surface modifications are not only important to enhance the biocompatibility of the implant and to improve cells attachment during in vitro experiments but are also important to promote neurons adhesion to the implanted electrodes and sensors to help in vivo neurons regeneration [77] [78] [79] . For instance, organosilica sol-gel coatings that promote neuronal growth against astrocytes growth-hence limiting glial scar responses-have been recently reported [80] .
Among the other requirements, we may cite the electrical properties of the interfacing devices. Indeed, the processes of stimulation and recording are characterized by movement of charge from the implant toward the cell and vice versa. However, the amount of charge during stimulation is much larger than the amount of charge during recording and, since any faradaic and corrosive processes should be avoided, the neural interface capacitance should be large enough to promote non-faradaic charge transfer only [81, 82] . Hence, stimulating and sensing electrodes and sensors can feature different designs to promote stimulation rather than recording or, conversely, to enhance sensing rather than stimulation [44] .
Mechanical and Optical Properties
The mechanical properties of a neural interface are extremely important during in vivo applications. Stiff and strong neural interfaces can provide easy and reliable implants. However, for what concerns the long-term stability and biocompatibility of the implant, soft and conformable materials are more eligible [44] . In fact, mainly due to micromotions, stiff implants are often able to operate for a limited time before the formation of cracks in the sensor substrate, delamination of the interfacial layer of the sensor [83] , or formation of gaps between neurons and sensors [84] . Moreover, micromotions between the neural tissue and the implant can cause an inflammatory response, thus leading to the device failure [85] . On the other hand, soft and flexible materials allow to fabricate conformable interfaces able to adapt to irregular surfaces [27, 86] , hence they provide a better match between implants and neural tissues with consequent reduction of inflammations and rejections.
Finally, another desirable specification that may be required to a bio-sensor device is the partial or complete transparency of the device, allowing the direct inspection and monitor of the cells and tissues during the experiments. This would permit to check the presence of eventual inflammations in vivo [87, 88] , or to simply follow growth and differentiation of neurons by means of confocal microscopy in vitro [89, 90] , as well using illumination to perform cell stimulation (both in vitro and in vivo) [91] .
Devices for Flexible and Organic Neural Interfaces
In the 1780s, using a brass hook and a steel scalpel, Luigi Galvani found that he was able to stimulate the muscular activity of a dead frog. Since then, a lot of electrophysiology experiments were carried out to gain knowledge about living cells and tissues by means of electrical measurements, with particular interest in neurons (neuroscience).
Nowadays, state-of-the-art technologies consist in rigid and penetrating micro-electrode arrays (MEAs) that, thanks to the development of silicon technology and photolithography techniques, allow to integrate a large number of electrodes in a small chip [48, 92, 93] . In addition, CMOS fabrication processes allow the integration of on-chip electronics to pre-amplify and to multiplex signals from a neural network [94, 95] . Moreover, silicon transistors can be directly interfaced with neurons to perform neuronal recording with high SNRs [96] [97] [98] .
However, the mechanical mismatch between inorganic materials and biological tissues limits the biocompatibility of the implants since, due to micromotions, the rigidity of the implanted devices might cause an inflammation of the surrounding tissues and therefore the rejection of the implant itself [40] . For this reason, soft, lightweight, flexible and organic materials able to mimic the nature of the living tissues are getting more and more interesting to develop neural interfaces for in vivo applications. Given the softness of these materials, organic neural interfaces usually consist in non-penetrating implant and are typically oriented towards the ECoG implants.
ECoG electrodes allow less invasive implants as respect to penetrating electrodes. By way of example, Figure 3a reports several Utah arrays implanted in the brain of a monkey, whereas Figure 3b reports a flexible ECoG for multisite recording, showing that, unlike penetrating electrodes, ECoG stimulation and recording can be performed with minimum risk of damaging the brain tissues. Moreover, ECoG implants, despite suffering for less selectivity as respect to penetrating electrodes, they can be used to map the brain activity and to perform activity recognitions such as the prediction of the limbs movements [99] . signals from a neural network [94, 95] . Moreover, silicon transistors can be directly interfaced with neurons to perform neuronal recording with high SNRs [96] [97] [98] . However, the mechanical mismatch between inorganic materials and biological tissues limits the biocompatibility of the implants since, due to micromotions, the rigidity of the implanted devices might cause an inflammation of the surrounding tissues and therefore the rejection of the implant itself [40] . For this reason, soft, lightweight, flexible and organic materials able to mimic the nature of the living tissues are getting more and more interesting to develop neural interfaces for in vivo applications. Given the softness of these materials, organic neural interfaces usually consist in non-penetrating implant and are typically oriented towards the ECoG implants.
ECoG electrodes allow less invasive implants as respect to penetrating electrodes. By way of example, Figure 3a reports several Utah arrays implanted in the brain of a monkey, whereas Figure  3b reports a flexible ECoG for multisite recording, showing that, unlike penetrating electrodes, ECoG stimulation and recording can be performed with minimum risk of damaging the brain tissues. Moreover, ECoG implants, despite suffering for less selectivity as respect to penetrating electrodes, they can be used to map the brain activity and to perform activity recognitions such as the prediction of the limbs movements [99] . 
Flexible Microelectrodes
The latest improvements in organic and flexible bioelectronics have proven that flexible MEAs are becoming a mature technology with performance comparable, or exceeding, with the inorganic counterpart. For instance, unlike inorganic and penetrating MEAs, organic and flexible ECoG electrodes can be successfully combined with computer tomographic (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR). Indeed, Ahamdi et al. have shown that the presence of an ECoG grid fabricated onto an organic substrate does not induce artefacts on CT and MR images [102] . Moreover, the temperature increase during MR imaging, was recorded to be 3.84 °C without any electrodes, 4.05 °C with the ECoG electrodes onto the organic substrate and 10.13 °C with standard inorganic ECoG electrodes. 
The latest improvements in organic and flexible bioelectronics have proven that flexible MEAs are becoming a mature technology with performance comparable, or exceeding, with the inorganic counterpart. For instance, unlike inorganic and penetrating MEAs, organic and flexible ECoG electrodes can be successfully combined with computer tomographic (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR). Indeed, Ahamdi et al. have shown that the presence of an ECoG grid fabricated onto an organic substrate does not induce artefacts on CT and MR images [102] . Moreover, the temperature increase during MR imaging, was recorded to be 3.84 • C without any electrodes, 4.05 • C with the ECoG electrodes onto the organic substrate and 10.13 • C with standard inorganic ECoG electrodes.
Another recent example was reported by Kaiju et al. that performed somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) analysis on macaque monkeys [103] . They made use of three MEAs, each of them counting 32 gold electrodes deposited onto a flexible parylene-C substrate, where a golden wire was used as a reference electrode (Figure 4a ). Stimulating the brain activity by means of a coil electrode for finger stimulation, the authors were able to predict (with maximum accuracy reached in less than 15 ms) which finger was stimulated and the intensity of the stimulation (a map of the accuracy is reported in Figure 4b ). Their results are comparable to those obtained by multi-unit studies using penetrating electrodes [104, 105] , promoting the suitability of flexible ECoG electrodes in recording neural activity. Moreover, unlike penetrating electrodes, the position of soft and flexible ECoG arrays can be easily adjusted during surgery without damaging the brain tissues, thus ensuring that the implant perfectly adheres to the curved surface of the brain. penetrating electrodes [104, 105] , promoting the suitability of flexible ECoG electrodes in recording neural activity. Moreover, unlike penetrating electrodes, the position of soft and flexible ECoG arrays can be easily adjusted during surgery without damaging the brain tissues, thus ensuring that the implant perfectly adheres to the curved surface of the brain. Another important advantage of flexible ECoG electrodes is that the implants fabricated onto organic substrates can be easily fabricated in a lot of different forms and shapes. This is a very interesting and important feature which allows to design electrodes optimized for the recording of specific areas. Thanks to these properties, Fukushima et al. developed an ECoG array consisting in 256 electrodes for bipolar recording at 128 sites (Figure 5a ) to record neural activity simultaneously from the medial and lateral cortical surface and from the supratemporal plane (STP) in monkeys [101] . Figure 5b shows a cross section of the MEA used in [101] , which consist in a very thin polyimide (PI) substrate with copper electrodes that were insulated by 12-µm thick PI, except for the exposed pad that were plated in gold, hence ensuring the biocompatibility of the implant. Another common organic material used to fabricate flexible substrates and biocompatible encapsulation is parylene-C [106] [107] [108] . Such highly versatile material features a high purity that reduces the charge trapping phenomena, hence it allows the fabrication of highly stable structures [109] . An example is reported in Figure 5c , where a 16 platinum electrodes (one of which working as reference electrode) array was fabricated onto 12-µm thick flexible parylene-C substrate [110] . Another important advantage of flexible ECoG electrodes is that the implants fabricated onto organic substrates can be easily fabricated in a lot of different forms and shapes. This is a very interesting and important feature which allows to design electrodes optimized for the recording of specific areas. Thanks to these properties, Fukushima et al. developed an ECoG array consisting in 256 electrodes for bipolar recording at 128 sites (Figure 5a ) to record neural activity simultaneously from the medial and lateral cortical surface and from the supratemporal plane (STP) in monkeys [101] . Figure 5b shows a cross section of the MEA used in [101] , which consist in a very thin polyimide (PI) substrate with copper electrodes that were insulated by 12-µm thick PI, except for the exposed pad that were plated in gold, hence ensuring the biocompatibility of the implant. Another common organic material used to fabricate flexible substrates and biocompatible encapsulation is parylene-C [106] [107] [108] . Such highly versatile material features a high purity that reduces the charge trapping phenomena, hence it allows the fabrication of highly stable structures [109] . An example is reported in Figure 5c , where a 16 platinum electrodes (one of which working as reference electrode) array was fabricated onto 12-µm thick flexible parylene-C substrate [110] . [101] . Copyright 2014, with permission from Elsevier; (c) Reproduced with permission from [110] , MDPI, copyright 2013; (d) Reprinted from [111] . Copyright 2017, with permission from Elsevier; (e) Reproduced from [112] . Copyright 2017, with permission of Springer.
Notice that, in order to allow minimal implantation damage and to fit the curved surface of the neuronal tissues, device thickness, flexibility and bio-compatibility are the criteria to design functional ECoG electrodes that allow in vivo recording during behaviour. However, another important criterion is the electrochemical impedance of the implanted electrodes that should be as small as possible. For this reason, Dong et al. fabricated a 32 channel MEAs with Cr/Ag/Cr electrodes (Figure 5d) showing that the less expensive silver electrodes feature a much smaller impedance as respect to standard gold and platinum electrodes [111] .
Despite all the advantages with respect to standard electrodes, one major failure mechanism of flexible MEAs is the delamination of the metal electrodes (e.g., gold) on top of the organic substrate. Lee et al. solved this issue by encapsulating the electrodes using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [112] . Figure 5e shows the comparison between gold electrodes with and without PDMS encapsulation. Remarkably, despite the increase of the electrode impedance, the PDMS-coated electrode is still able to correctly detect the biological signals through capacitive coupling with the living tissue while preventing the delamination of the gold electrode.
Instead of using PDMS as a dielectric insulator, a trade-off between low impedance electrodes and long-term stability can be achieved by means of conductive polymers like polypyrrole and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), that are typically doped with poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) [113, 114] . The organic coatings help to prevent delamination and corrosion of the metal layer [101] . The three sections outlined by the dashed lines, were designed for the medial wall (26 electrodes), the lateral surface (212 electrodes) and the supratemporal plane of the lateral sulcus (18 electrodes, STP array), respectively. A pair of electrodes designed for bipolar recording is magnified in the insert; (b) Schematic representation of a section of the array reported in (a). The total thickness of the electrode is 53-56 µm; (c) Photograph and schematic cross section of the 16 electrodes array reported in [110] ; (d) Demonstration of the flexibility of the 32 electrodes array reported in [111] ; (e) PDMS-encapsulated (left) and non-encapsulation (right) electrodes, retrieved 4 weeks after subcutaneous in vivo implantation. (a,b) Reprinted from [101] . Copyright 2014, with permission from Elsevier; (c) Reproduced with permission from [110] , MDPI, copyright 2013; (d) Reprinted from [111] . Copyright 2017, with permission from Elsevier; (e) Reproduced from [112] . Copyright 2017, with permission of Springer.
Instead of using PDMS as a dielectric insulator, a trade-off between low impedance electrodes and long-term stability can be achieved by means of conductive polymers like polypyrrole and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), that are typically doped with poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) [113, 114] . The organic coatings help to prevent delamination and corrosion of the metal layer that is no-longer in direct contact with the ionic solution. At the same time, the increased roughness of the coated electrodes allows the realization of micro-electrodes with a larger effective area and with the capability of transport both electronic and ionic charges, hence reducing the overall electrodes impedance up to two orders of magnitude with respect to bare gold electrodes.
Following this idea, Khodagholy et al. developed an array of 256 PEDOT:PSS electrodes onto a parylene C substrate [115] (Figure 6 ). Featuring an interelectrode spacing of 30 µm, such flexible and organic ECoG MEA was able to carry out in vivo recording of both local field and action potentials with an excellent implant stability, paving the way to all organic conformable neural interfaces. that is no-longer in direct contact with the ionic solution. At the same time, the increased roughness of the coated electrodes allows the realization of micro-electrodes with a larger effective area and with the capability of transport both electronic and ionic charges, hence reducing the overall electrodes impedance up to two orders of magnitude with respect to bare gold electrodes. Following this idea, Khodagholy et al. developed an array of 256 PEDOT:PSS electrodes onto a parylene C substrate [115] (Figure 6 ). Featuring an interelectrode spacing of 30 µm, such flexible and organic ECoG MEA was able to carry out in vivo recording of both local field and action potentials with an excellent implant stability, paving the way to all organic conformable neural interfaces. Another outstanding result was achieved by Kim et al. who created a mesh of 30 gold electrodes fabricated on top of a silk bio-resorbable substrate [27] . They first fabricated MEAs on top of PI substrates featuring different thicknesses (from 2.5 µm up to 76 µm), showing that the adhesion between the sensor and the irregular brain surface increases reducing the thickness of the device. Hence, they fabricated a mesh of electrodes onto a silk support that, once applied to the wet surface of the brain, starts to dissolve leaving exposed only the electrodes that get conformally wrapped to the brain surface creating a perfect adhesion (Figure 7) . The dissolved silk substrate gets resorbed by the brain tissue.
Remarkably, fully resorbable flexible neural interfaces have been recently reported [116, 117] . The authors, using standard CMOS technology, fabricated silicon electrodes and transistors that were subsequently transferred onto a dissolvable polymer. Figure 8a shows the structure of the silicon grid, whereas Figure 8b reports an accelerated dissolution test showing the almost complete dissolution of the neural interface. The time for complete dissolution of the device immersed in biofluid at 37 °C has been estimated to be less than two months, hence making such technology suitable for epilepsy patients. Another outstanding result was achieved by Kim et al. who created a mesh of 30 gold electrodes fabricated on top of a silk bio-resorbable substrate [27] . They first fabricated MEAs on top of PI substrates featuring different thicknesses (from 2.5 µm up to 76 µm), showing that the adhesion between the sensor and the irregular brain surface increases reducing the thickness of the device. Hence, they fabricated a mesh of electrodes onto a silk support that, once applied to the wet surface of the brain, starts to dissolve leaving exposed only the electrodes that get conformally wrapped to the brain surface creating a perfect adhesion (Figure 7) . The dissolved silk substrate gets resorbed by the brain tissue.
Remarkably, fully resorbable flexible neural interfaces have been recently reported [116, 117] . The authors, using standard CMOS technology, fabricated silicon electrodes and transistors that were subsequently transferred onto a dissolvable polymer. Figure 8a shows the structure of the silicon grid, whereas Figure 8b reports an accelerated dissolution test showing the almost complete dissolution of the neural interface. The time for complete dissolution of the device immersed in biofluid at 37 • C has been estimated to be less than two months, hence making such technology suitable for epilepsy patients. At last, graphene and penetrating electrodes are worth to be mentioned. Graphene electrodes have a slightly higher impedance and smaller charge injection capacity compared to platinum and gold electrodes. However, metal electrodes have a low light transmission, limiting their usefulness in combining electrical recording/stimulation with optical imaging, calcium imaging or optogenetic At last, graphene and penetrating electrodes are worth to be mentioned. Graphene electrodes have a slightly higher impedance and smaller charge injection capacity compared to platinum and gold electrodes. However, metal electrodes have a low light transmission, limiting their usefulness in combining electrical recording/stimulation with optical imaging, calcium imaging or optogenetic At last, graphene and penetrating electrodes are worth to be mentioned. Graphene electrodes have a slightly higher impedance and smaller charge injection capacity compared to platinum and gold electrodes. However, metal electrodes have a low light transmission, limiting their usefulness in combining electrical recording/stimulation with optical imaging, calcium imaging or optogenetic stimulation of cells [118] . Hence, to overcame this limitation, Park et al. fabricated an array of graphene-based electrodes on top of a parylene-C substrate and they performed bright-field and fluorescence images comparing the results with standard platinum electrodes (Figure 9a ) [119] .
Aside planar graphene electrodes, carbon nanofiber impregnated into conductive polyethylene [120] and graphene oxide microfibers insulated with parylene-C [121] flexible and penetrating electrodes have been developed. These flexible organic and hybrid electrodes can be introduced deep in the brain through releasable injection microneedles [122] or capillary syringe needles [123] , can be stereotaxically implanted after rapid freezing in liquid nitrogen [124] or by coating the electrodes with a rigid and dissolvable sucrose carrier needle [121] (Figure 9b ). Such techniques allow the insertion of flexible probes able to perform deep brain stimulations by reducing the risk of tissues damaging after the implant due to motions of the implant itself.
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Organic Field-Effect Transistors
Organic and flexible MEAs have proven to allow reliable in vivo recording by reducing the risk of rejection of the implant as respect to their inorganic counterpart. However, since passive electrodes can provide a limited SNR, organic transistor-based sensors that are able to perform in-situ amplification of the recorded signals are being investigated. Such transistors can be classified in two 
Organic and flexible MEAs have proven to allow reliable in vivo recording by reducing the risk of rejection of the implant as respect to their inorganic counterpart. However, since passive electrodes can provide a limited SNR, organic transistor-based sensors that are able to perform in-situ amplification of the recorded signals are being investigated. Such transistors can be classified in two categories: organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs) and electrolyte-gated organic field-effect transistors (EGOFETs).
OECTs date back to 1984 and polypyrrole was used as conductive polymer [125] . Now, the most commonly used material is PEDOT that can be doped with PSS as well as glycosaminoglycan to enhance its conductivity and/or its biocompatibility [126] . In a OECT, the source-to-drain current is modulated by ions penetrating the polymer hence doping/de-doping the material and consequently modulating the concentration of carriers contributing to the current [127] . Therefore, such interaction between ionic and electronic worlds promote the use of OECTs to realize flexible and biocompatible neural interfaces with high SNR.
An example was recently reported by Yao et al. who fabricated OECTs sensors on both rigid and flexible substrates (Figure 10a,b) , demonstrating SNRs as high as 20 dB during in vitro recording of spontaneously firing cardiomyocyte-like cells (Figure 10b ) [128] . categories: organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs) and electrolyte-gated organic field-effect transistors (EGOFETs). OECTs date back to 1984 and polypyrrole was used as conductive polymer [125] . Now, the most commonly used material is PEDOT that can be doped with PSS as well as glycosaminoglycan to enhance its conductivity and/or its biocompatibility [126] . In a OECT, the source-to-drain current is modulated by ions penetrating the polymer hence doping/de-doping the material and consequently modulating the concentration of carriers contributing to the current [127] . Therefore, such interaction between ionic and electronic worlds promote the use of OECTs to realize flexible and biocompatible neural interfaces with high SNR.
An example was recently reported by Yao et al. who fabricated OECTs sensors on both rigid and flexible substrates (Figure 10a,b) , demonstrating SNRs as high as 20 dB during in vitro recording of spontaneously firing cardiomyocyte-like cells (Figure 10b ) [128] . Another example was reported by Khodagholy et al. who designed an ECoG probe, where each OECT was juxtapose by a surface electrode, both fabricated using PEDOT:PSS as conductive polymer deposited onto a thin parylene film (Figure 11a ) [129] . The authors performed in vivo recording experiments on a rat brain (Figure 11b ) and they compare their PEDOT-based sensors with a siliconbase penetrating MEA counting 16 iridium electrodes. The OECT devices were wired in a common source configuration as shown in Figure 11b , with the grounded screw used as the gate electrode. Figure 11c shows the comparison between the three different neural interfaces (OECT, organic surface electrode and inorganic penetrating electrode) simultaneously recording from the same subject and from the same area of the rat brain. Remarkably, the two organic ECoG sensors (OECT and surface electrode) reported higher SNR as respect to the Ir-penetrating electrodes. Moreover, OECT devices yielded to SNRs up to 44 dB, against a 24 dB of simple surface electrodes, highlighting the great advantages of in-situ amplification provided by organic transistors-based neural interfaces.
The same research group realized the architecture reported in [129] over a rigid and removable shuttle, hence fabricating a penetrating and flexible neural interface, where an OECT and an adjacent surface electrode can be inserted deep into the brain [130] . The surface electrode could be used as a local gate for each transistor, as a sink for stimulation currents, or as a simple recording and/or stimulating electrode. Figure 11d shows the penetrating probe (flexible neural interface and shuttle) as well as the representation of how the probe is inserted and how the shuttle is delaminated from the parylene substrate and therefore removed from the brain. Another example was reported by Khodagholy et al. who designed an ECoG probe, where each OECT was juxtapose by a surface electrode, both fabricated using PEDOT:PSS as conductive polymer deposited onto a thin parylene film (Figure 11a ) [129] . The authors performed in vivo recording experiments on a rat brain (Figure 11b ) and they compare their PEDOT-based sensors with a silicon-base penetrating MEA counting 16 iridium electrodes. The OECT devices were wired in a common source configuration as shown in Figure 11b , with the grounded screw used as the gate electrode. Figure 11c shows the comparison between the three different neural interfaces (OECT, organic surface electrode and inorganic penetrating electrode) simultaneously recording from the same subject and from the same area of the rat brain. Remarkably, the two organic ECoG sensors (OECT and surface electrode) reported higher SNR as respect to the Ir-penetrating electrodes. Moreover, OECT devices yielded to SNRs up to 44 dB, against a 24 dB of simple surface electrodes, highlighting the great advantages of in-situ amplification provided by organic transistors-based neural interfaces.
The same research group realized the architecture reported in [129] over a rigid and removable shuttle, hence fabricating a penetrating and flexible neural interface, where an OECT and an adjacent surface electrode can be inserted deep into the brain [130] . The surface electrode could be used as a local gate for each transistor, as a sink for stimulation currents, or as a simple recording and/or stimulating electrode. Figure 11d shows the penetrating probe (flexible neural interface and shuttle) as well as the representation of how the probe is inserted and how the shuttle is delaminated from the parylene substrate and therefore removed from the brain. Similarly to OECT technology, electrolyte-gated organic field-effect transistors (EGOFETs)-also known as water-gated OFETs-are worth mentioning. EGOFETs can operate either with pure water or saline solutions as gate medium and they can be fabricated using many different semiconductors (both p-and n-type) [47, [131] [132] [133] . Such transistors are characterized by currents that are much smaller than the OECT counterpart [134, 135] . However, in an OECT, the on/off switch is produced by ions transfer from the electrolyte and the semiconductor (doping/de-doping) [136] , whereas only capacitive processes occur for EGOFETs, without charge transfer [137] . Consequently, EGOFETs are intrinsically faster and more stable than OECTs [134] , hence they can be successfully employed as sensors for different kind of analytes (for a review see [137] ).
Cramer et al. deposited a thin film of pentacene, with a thickness of 9 nm, to fabricate EGOFET devices to perform in vitro recording and stimulation (using the liquid gate as stimulating electrode) of neural network activity (Figure 12a ) [138] . They showed that murine neural stem cells can be adhered on top of functional devices without the need of an additional layer of cell-adhesive molecules (e.g., PDL) and then differentiated into neuronal networks (Figure 12b ). The EGOFETbased sensor exhibited a very good stability under standard cell culture conditions for nine days and, after liquid-gate stimulation, it was able to successfully detect the neural network activity (Figure 12c) . The same group recently showed that EGOFETs devices with incorporated gold nanoparticles ( Figure  12d ) can behave both as a transistor and as a memristor [139] , hence opening the door to new multifunctional bio-sensing devices. Similarly to OECT technology, electrolyte-gated organic field-effect transistors (EGOFETs)-also known as water-gated OFETs-are worth mentioning. EGOFETs can operate either with pure water or saline solutions as gate medium and they can be fabricated using many different semiconductors (both p-and n-type) [47, [131] [132] [133] . Such transistors are characterized by currents that are much smaller than the OECT counterpart [134, 135] . However, in an OECT, the on/off switch is produced by ions transfer from the electrolyte and the semiconductor (doping/de-doping) [136] , whereas only capacitive processes occur for EGOFETs, without charge transfer [137] . Consequently, EGOFETs are intrinsically faster and more stable than OECTs [134] , hence they can be successfully employed as sensors for different kind of analytes (for a review see [137] ).
Cramer et al. deposited a thin film of pentacene, with a thickness of 9 nm, to fabricate EGOFET devices to perform in vitro recording and stimulation (using the liquid gate as stimulating electrode) of neural network activity (Figure 12a ) [138] . They showed that murine neural stem cells can be adhered on top of functional devices without the need of an additional layer of cell-adhesive molecules (e.g., PDL) and then differentiated into neuronal networks (Figure 12b ). The EGOFET-based sensor exhibited a very good stability under standard cell culture conditions for nine days and, after liquid-gate stimulation, it was able to successfully detect the neural network activity (Figure 12c) . The same group recently showed that EGOFETs devices with incorporated gold nanoparticles (Figure 12d) can behave both as a transistor and as a memristor [139] , hence opening the door to new multifunctional bio-sensing devices. Graphene solution-gated field-effect transistors (G-SGFETs) depicted in Figure 13a , are another alternative to stiff inorganic neural interfaces. Hess et al. fabricated an array of graphene transistors onto a rigid substrate (Figure 13b ) and demonstrated that G-SGFETs are capable to record cell signals with SNRs surpassing state-of-the-art devices for bioelectronic applications [140] . Subsequently, the same research group reported the fabrication of flexible arrays of G-SGFETs on polyimide, showing that the electronic properties of their devices do not degrade during repeated bending [141] . After cell culture, they demonstrated that it is possible to perform recording of cell action potentials from cardiomyocyte-like cells with a high SNR. Moreover, in vivo recording of brain activity was recently reported by the same research group [142] , proving that graphene-based sensors could pave the way to new high performance neural interfaces for in vivo recording. Finally, it is important to notice that, each neural interface described so far require the presence of a reference electrode to set the MEA reference potential or to set the operative point of the transistor-based sensor (gate electrode). However, to maximize the suitability for in vivo recording Graphene solution-gated field-effect transistors (G-SGFETs) depicted in Figure 13a , are another alternative to stiff inorganic neural interfaces. Hess et al. fabricated an array of graphene transistors onto a rigid substrate (Figure 13b ) and demonstrated that G-SGFETs are capable to record cell signals with SNRs surpassing state-of-the-art devices for bioelectronic applications [140] . Subsequently, the same research group reported the fabrication of flexible arrays of G-SGFETs on polyimide, showing that the electronic properties of their devices do not degrade during repeated bending [141] . After cell culture, they demonstrated that it is possible to perform recording of cell action potentials from cardiomyocyte-like cells with a high SNR. Moreover, in vivo recording of brain activity was recently reported by the same research group [142] , proving that graphene-based sensors could pave the way to new high performance neural interfaces for in vivo recording. Graphene solution-gated field-effect transistors (G-SGFETs) depicted in Figure 13a , are another alternative to stiff inorganic neural interfaces. Hess et al. fabricated an array of graphene transistors onto a rigid substrate (Figure 13b ) and demonstrated that G-SGFETs are capable to record cell signals with SNRs surpassing state-of-the-art devices for bioelectronic applications [140] . Subsequently, the same research group reported the fabrication of flexible arrays of G-SGFETs on polyimide, showing that the electronic properties of their devices do not degrade during repeated bending [141] . After cell culture, they demonstrated that it is possible to perform recording of cell action potentials from cardiomyocyte-like cells with a high SNR. Moreover, in vivo recording of brain activity was recently reported by the same research group [142] , proving that graphene-based sensors could pave the way to new high performance neural interfaces for in vivo recording. Finally, it is important to notice that, each neural interface described so far require the presence of a reference electrode to set the MEA reference potential or to set the operative point of the transistor-based sensor (gate electrode). However, to maximize the suitability for in vivo recording Finally, it is important to notice that, each neural interface described so far require the presence of a reference electrode to set the MEA reference potential or to set the operative point of the transistor-based sensor (gate electrode). However, to maximize the suitability for in vivo recording and to overcame the drawback of the presence of an additional and often invasive, electrode, it is highly desirable to avoid the presence of the reference electrode.
For this reason, Spanu et al. developed a reference-less organic transistor-based sensor called organic charge modulated field-effect transistor (OCMFET) [143] . The OCMFET device depicted in Figure 14a is characterized by a floating gate and a control gate. The latter set the operative point of the transistor, whereas the floating gate, i.e., the OCMFET sensing area, extends outside of the active area of the transistor. Ionic charge variations occurring in proximity of the sensing area determine a charge separation in the floating gate corresponding to a variation of the threshold voltage of the transistor, hence modulating the drain-to-source current. Since the modulation of current is induced only by the variation of ions in the proximity of the floating gate sensing area, cell activity can be successfully recorded without need of any reference electrode (Figure 14b) . Remarkably, the OCMFET architecture allows to separate the sensing area from the transducing transistor (Figure 14c ), hence the organic transistor can be design and optimized regardless its chemical stability, since it does not need to be in direct contact with any solutions and it can be opportunely encapsulated. [143] . The OCMFET device depicted in Figure 14a is characterized by a floating gate and a control gate. The latter set the operative point of the transistor, whereas the floating gate, i.e., the OCMFET sensing area, extends outside of the active area of the transistor. Ionic charge variations occurring in proximity of the sensing area determine a charge separation in the floating gate corresponding to a variation of the threshold voltage of the transistor, hence modulating the drain-to-source current. Since the modulation of current is induced only by the variation of ions in the proximity of the floating gate sensing area, cell activity can be successfully recorded without need of any reference electrode (Figure 14b) . Remarkably, the OCMFET architecture allows to separate the sensing area from the transducing transistor (Figure  14c ), hence the organic transistor can be design and optimized regardless its chemical stability, since it does not need to be in direct contact with any solutions and it can be opportunely encapsulated. 
Modelling Neural Interfaces
In the previous sections, we reviewed different neural interfaces, focusing our attention to the latest findings in the field of flexible and organic bio-electronics. Now it is important to spend few words about the modelling of such systems and therefore to understand how to interpret the collected data. Figure 15 shows the simplest equivalent circuit model that can be adapted to describe the interaction between the cell membrane and a micro-electrode (Figure 15a ) as well as a generic transistor (Figure 15b ). Despite their simplicity, such models are very useful to understand the general working principle of extracellular recording. Indeed, the neuronal activity is given by ionic currents flowing across the cell membrane, changing both the intracellular potential, VM and extracellular potential, VJ. The extracellular potential leads to an electrochemical current at the electrode/electrolyte interface (Figure 15a ) or drives the gate of the transistor-base sensor modulating its drain-to-source current (Figure 15b ) [40] .
Although such simple models can help in the understanding of the bio-sensors working principles, they do not allow an intimate knowledge of the cell activity and how the recorded signals are affected by the interaction between neurons and sensors. This is still a subject of intense investigation that had led to a significant number of publications in the last two decades [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] . 
In the previous sections, we reviewed different neural interfaces, focusing our attention to the latest findings in the field of flexible and organic bio-electronics. Now it is important to spend few words about the modelling of such systems and therefore to understand how to interpret the collected data. Figure 15 shows the simplest equivalent circuit model that can be adapted to describe the interaction between the cell membrane and a micro-electrode (Figure 15a ) as well as a generic transistor (Figure 15b ). Despite their simplicity, such models are very useful to understand the general working principle of extracellular recording. Indeed, the neuronal activity is given by ionic currents flowing across the cell membrane, changing both the intracellular potential, V M and extracellular potential, V J . The extracellular potential leads to an electrochemical current at the electrode/electrolyte interface (Figure 15a ) or drives the gate of the transistor-base sensor modulating its drain-to-source current (Figure 15b ) [40] .
Although such simple models can help in the understanding of the bio-sensors working principles, they do not allow an intimate knowledge of the cell activity and how the recorded signals are affected by the interaction between neurons and sensors. This is still a subject of intense investigation that had led to a significant number of publications in the last two decades [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] . Figure 16 shows the equivalent circuit model for a neuron interfacing a biosensor. Even though such model dates back to the nineties [146] , it is a very powerful tool in understanding cells behaviour under current and voltage stimuli as well as in the interpretation of the recorded data both from micro-electrodes and transistors. Moreover, all the different models until now proposed are derived (with suitable modifications) from the model of Figure 16b [147, [149] [150] [151] [152] .
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In addition, the model in Figure 16b can be used to rationalize the mechanism behind extracellular stimulations by means of a capacitive electrode [148] . Neuronal excitation is elicited under current-clamp by two mechanisms: (i) falling voltage ramps and pulses depolarize the attached membrane triggering an action potential ( Figure 17b) ; (ii) rising voltage ramps and pulses, instead, depolarize the free membrane, hence an action potential is triggered (Figure 17c) In addition, the model in Figure 16b can be used to rationalize the mechanism behind extracellular stimulations by means of a capacitive electrode [148] . Neuronal excitation is elicited under current-clamp by two mechanisms: (i) falling voltage ramps and pulses depolarize the attached membrane triggering an action potential ( Figure 17b) ; (ii) rising voltage ramps and pulses, instead, depolarize the free membrane, hence an action potential is triggered (Figure 17c ). Finally, to underline the importance of equivalent circuit models in investigating the nature of the sensor/electrolyte interface, it is worth to remark that electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful tool that can help to rationalize the different phenomena occurring at the interface between neurons and sensors [153] [154] [155] [156] . Remarkably, opportune equivalent impedance models can be combined with in vivo electrochemical impedance spectroscopy to monitor the state of the implant during time [52, [157] [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] . For instance, Williams et al. performed EIS measurements of implanted electrodes upon implants duration from 7 up to 21 days [52] . Figure 18a reports an example of impedance variation due to an extensive histological reaction that lead to a significant increase of the measured impedance and consequently, to the implant failure.
Another example of using EIS as a tool to characterize the implant during in vivo applications was reported by Lempka et al. [157] . They characterized deep-brain stimulation electrodes using the model in Figure 18b , where they separated the tissue components by the electrode components and Finally, to underline the importance of equivalent circuit models in investigating the nature of the sensor/electrolyte interface, it is worth to remark that electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful tool that can help to rationalize the different phenomena occurring at the interface between neurons and sensors [153] [154] [155] [156] . Remarkably, opportune equivalent impedance models can be combined with in vivo electrochemical impedance spectroscopy to monitor the state of the implant during time [52, [157] [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] . For instance, Williams et al. performed EIS measurements of implanted electrodes upon implants duration from 7 up to 21 days [52] . Figure 18a reports an example of impedance variation due to an extensive histological reaction that lead to a significant increase of the measured impedance and consequently, to the implant failure.
Another example of using EIS as a tool to characterize the implant during in vivo applications was reported by Lempka et al. [157] . They characterized deep-brain stimulation electrodes using the model in Figure 18b , where they separated the tissue components by the electrode components and they monitor variations in the model parameters after implantations and after a neural stimulation. As previously reported by Williams et al. following the implantation, the electrode impedance increases. Remarkably, the stimulation produces a rapid decrease in electrode impedance with extensive changes in the tissue component promoting the use of voltage pulses to improve the performance of implanted electrodes [57, 58] .
Similarly, Caldwell et al. performed EIS measurement to investigated the formation of undesired conductive paths and consequent loss of functionality in the implant [162] . By analysing the impedance of the implant, the authors showed that such unwanted paths are due to the damaging of the electrode insulator, as reported in the model of Figure 18c . In fact, a comprehensive model of the metal/organic semiconductor/electrolyte describing the percolation of solution through the organic material has been recently proposed [156] .
Hence proving how the combination of EIS measurements and proper models can pave the way to intimately understand and optimize neural interfaces for long term in vivo implants. As previously reported by Williams et al. following the implantation, the electrode impedance increases. Remarkably, the stimulation produces a rapid decrease in electrode impedance with extensive changes in the tissue component promoting the use of voltage pulses to improve the performance of implanted electrodes [57, 58] . Similarly, Caldwell et al. performed EIS measurement to investigated the formation of undesired conductive paths and consequent loss of functionality in the implant [162] . By analysing the impedance of the implant, the authors showed that such unwanted paths are due to the damaging of the electrode insulator, as reported in the model of Figure 18c . In fact, a comprehensive model of the metal/organic semiconductor/electrolyte describing the percolation of solution through the organic material has been recently proposed [156] .
Hence proving how the combination of EIS measurements and proper models can pave the way to intimately understand and optimize neural interfaces for long term in vivo implants. [162] . Copyright 2017, with permission from Elsevier.
Conclusions and Future Perspective
The latest achievements in flexible and organic neural interfaces have been reviewed. State-of-the-art inorganic technologies allow both in vivo and in vitro recording of neural activity. However, the rigidity and stiffness of the inorganic materials do not fully meet the biocompatibility requirements needed to achieve long term stability and reliability in vivo. Hence, to promote a good interaction between living tissues and implants, reducing the risk of implant rejection and/or of inflammatory responses, suitable coatings and functionalizations with soft and biocompatible polymers are required.
For these reasons, organic electronics appears to be a valid alternative to conventional technologies, allowing the realization of more flexible and conformable neural interfaces that can be intrinsically biocompatible, since the nature of the organic semiconductors is similar to that of the living tissues as respect with the inorganic counterpart. Moreover, organic materials can be tuned to enhance the device sensitivity to a particular analyte and flexible neural interfaces can be fabricated onto transparent substrate promoting the combination of optical and electrical analysis.
The most attractive technology is that based on organic field-effect transistors (both OECTs and EGOFETs) that allow the integration of sensing and amplification in a single device. Such neural interfaces have proven a SNR higher than inorganic-based sensors, paving the way to new all-organic biosensors for in vivo recording of brain activity with minimum risk of tissues damaging. Furthermore, organic neural interfaces that does not need the presence of an external reference electrode have been recently proposed.
Despite all these achievements, the understanding of the transduction mechanism between cells and transistor-based sensors did not progress as fast as the development of new technologies. Moreover, organic transistors and organic transistor based sensors are a relative novel technology that differs in many aspects from standard silicon transistors. In order to master the transduction mechanism behind an organic neural interface working principle, it is therefore important the development of new tools and techniques to characterize and describe the physics of charge transport in organic transistors, as well to fully understand and to model the interaction between ionic solution and organic semiconductor. Lastly, organic neural interfaces still suffer from a low selectivity due to a reduced integration capability with respect to the CMOS technology.
Therefore, it is important to develop new fabrication processes and new technologies to achieve in vivo single-cell bidirectional communication. In addition, to maximize the suitability for in vivo applications, it is desirable to develop new reference-less neural interfaces that, unlike what so far reported, might be suitable for the fabrication of new ECoG arrays with a high integration of reference-less sensors, each able to simultaneous stimulation and recording of cell activity.
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